Abstract: The prospects and promises of ubiquitous portable microfluidics systems for biochemical detection and analysis can be hampered by throughput limitations. In this talk we will explore the use and fundamental physics limitations of multiphase flows to enhance transport in these microsystems. First, gas-liquid droplets flows will be presented as a possible alternative to liquid-liquid droplet systems. The use of gas as the carrier fluids can potentially increase the speeds at which droplets are cycled and moved through the systems. It also opens the door for faster mixing processing times through impact coalescence droplet pair collisions. The role and limitations that inertial effects play on these two processes will be examined. A novel optical diagnostics technique and approach to droplet-pair mixing quantification will also be presented in this portion of the talk. The second portion of the talk will focus on superhydrophobic friction reduction in pressure driven microchannel flow. Surface microtexturing can lead to a superhydrophobic Cassie state characterized by the presence of air pockets within the roughness that act as an effective “shear free” layer. The effects of pressure on the degree of microtexturing wetting and corresponding friction reduction characteristics are addressed and discussed.
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